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ABSTRACT

Specific Learning Outcomes Attributable to StAdy Procedures

a

The purpoe of this study was to examine the differential impact of two study

techniques upon type of information learned. Subjects (n=144) were randomly

-*

4 assigned to four groups. Subjects read a 2000-word pass'age. Group I studied'
'

Zefinitions of 24 technical terms from the iext. Group II studied the

interrelationships of these same terms using a graphic post-organizer technique.

Group III was a control group that only read the passage, but e-J not rehearse

any of the information from the text. Group IV was also a control group; they

neither read the passage, nor rehearsed the information. Two days later,

subjects completed a specially designed atltiple-choice test. Results of a

0
multivariate analysis of variance indicated that both'study procedures were

successful, but that the two groups differed on specific-types of information

learned. A single discriminant function was found to separate the two study

groups. Vocabulary rehearsal led to the learning of greater amounts of

subordinate level information, while graphic post-organizer usage led to the

learning of more'superordinate information.

.4

e .
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9
"The conventional measure oi,sheer amount of overall information recalled is

.

inappropriate for research on fearning from text, since the type of information

that is learned ... pan vary under different treatments Without changirig the

overall recall level" (Dee-Lucas & DiVesta, 1980). The purpose of thls study is

to examine and compare both ihe amount and types, or structures, of prose learn-

ing which can be derived from two methods of study (Vocabulary definition and

graphic postiorganizer construction). This investigation attempts to define the

structure or type of: ?earning in a manner that is both logically cansistent with

the learning tasks, and theoretically relevant to models of text and text pro-

cessing (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1980; Meyer, 1975). This study is uniquelin that

it examines the influence of independent study -4asks, as opposed to teaching--

procedures', upon the types of learning derivable from hatural text. It examines

types of information and training tasks not previously considered in research of
"er

specific learning outcomes.

Task Appropriate Learning

Rehearsal strategies refer to those tasks that require readers to do more

thorough processing of

reading-only strategy.

text infofmation than would

Tasks such as underlining,

result from the use of a

rereading, precis writing',

, /
-and repetition are examples of rehearsal strategies. Mess strategies have been

proposed and investigated because of their potential usefulness as teaching and

1study tools. .However, studies of the effectiveness of many of these strategies

have provided inconsistent results (Anderson & Glover, 1981; Annis & Davis,

1975; Arnold, 1942; Brady & Rickards, 1979; Davis & Annis, 1978-79; Fowler &

Barker, 1974; Iditein & Jenkins,1972; Noall, 1962; Orlando,& Halward, 1978;

Rickards & August, 1975; Riley & Dyer, 1979; Summers, Forester & Jeroski, 1978).

4
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A major reason that rehearsal strategies have not cons-istently been found to

1 . .

result .ri increased learning and retention miglit be the use of di1eerent and, in

some respects, unequal dependent measure§ across studies. That is, these stud-
AP

ies have diaered in the amount'of disparity which has existed between the

rehearsal tasks and the dependent measures. Thus; subjects have Appeared to

learn more when the dependent measures have cloSelyresembled the study tasks

than they have when there has been a greater discrepancy between the training

tasks and the outcome measures. '(For two theoretical perspectives on why such

mismatches would lead to discrepant outcomes see discussions of encoding specif-
,

icity (Tulving & Thomson, 1973) and schema theorY (Rumelhart & Ort6hy, 1977)).
,

Much of the evidence, which suggests that "different forms of activity result

in the construction of somewhat different representations of reality" (Olson,

1977;, p. 69) is, unfortunately, indirect. Such evidence suggests the possibil-

ity of differences without demcastrating a direct link between the processing

activities,and the learning outcomes. Studies of learning outcomes attributable

r

to selective information cueing provide'a gooa example. of this type of research
,

(Frase, 1972; Oagne, 1978; Rickards, 1979; Rothkopf, 1972). When, prior to

reading, students are given specific qudstions about the text, it has often been

found that they are after reading, able to answer similar questions quite Well:

f'
However, these same students find it difficult to answei other text questions,

about non-cued information. It is usually concluded that subjects, in such

experiments, narrow the focus of their processing, and that they encOde only

that information thdt appears to be within the focus of the original questions.

Similarly, subjects do better on memory tests when their intention to learn is

manipulated by informing them of the nature of the test (i.e., recall, recogni-

Jy.
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tion) to be taken (Tversky, 1973; Tyersky, 1974). Such research evidence sug-

gests that processing shapes not only the amount of learning, but also the type
0

I -

of information that-is learned. Nevertheless, it infers the nature of process-

ing on-the basis of outcome. More compelling evidence wOuld be obtained if pro-
,

.
cessing differences were manipulated and, as a result, learning differences

occurred.

Direct studies of structural differences fR learning outcomes havA rarely .

examined text learning. Instead, these studies have focussed on list learning,

picture recall, mathematical computation, problem-solving, etc. (Bransford,

Nitsch & Pranks, 1977; Maler,Thurber & Janzen, 1968; Mayer & Greeno, 1972;

Nitsch, 1977). In this researclZ groups of subjects have been trained on a

variety of tasks. Learning has then been measured on multiple tests, es'sen-

tially identical to each of the training tasks,, either in fond or content. These

studies have differentiated the structure of learning on the basis of how-the

information was to be used, or how it was to be learned (i.e., recall, recogni-

tion, problem-solving, computation).. It has usually been found that different

types of information, as categorized by usage, are recalled as a result of dif-

ferent training activities.

During the past decade, the nature of fpformation in,stext, especially its

hierarchical organization and ,its cohesiveness, has received much attention

(Halliday & Hassan, 1976; Kintsch, 1974; Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Mayer, 1975).

,

Al4ough these analyses have increased our understanding of text structure, they

have not often been urled to distinguish the types of learning which result from

different teaching and ttudy strategies. Only one stuuy of specific learning

p.
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outcomes was found which distinguished types or levels of text information

'remembered as a result of using different:study or.trainini procedures (Dee-Lu-
_

cas & DiVesta, 1980): Subjects in.this study were asked to reacts specially

constructed text. They were then directed to rehearse certain types of text

information by one of three procedures. One group of subjects attempted to

,write down all of the information they could recall ("recall of facts"). The

second group attempted to match a list of attributes with their paragraphs of

origin ("recognition of specific facts"). The thira group attempted to fit

4
ideas from the passage' into the top levels of a prefabricated hierarahidal tree

("recall of superordinate information"). 'Snbjects then were:examined on multi-

ple tests, each test.being identical to the rehearsal procedures of =le of the

three groups. This study found that subjects learried different types of infor-

',

mation (f.e., detail vs. superordinate) ependent upon tHe type of study.method

used. Subjects did best when they were tested in the same way that they had

.
reheirsed. There were also interactions between the variOus study and test

types indicatihg that tasks can direct subjects' attention to types of informs-
,

tion, independent of how the information is to be used (i.e., recall, recogni-
,

tion).

The Dee-Lucas & DiVesta study indicates that the same usage classifications

identified in previous learning experiments, could be employed for describing

text learning. This study also found other, text specific, information distinc-

tions that could be useful,for differentiating task specific learning,outcomes.

This study was not without its limitations, however. The text that was read by

o

subjects in tis study was atypical. It was constructed specifically to enable

the subjects to study it in the ways specified. It is possible that these

5)
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information distinctions would not be A6 useful for describing the learning
. :

. ,

which would result from the use of simi\lar lea2ning strategies with other fext

materials. SeconAly, the classifications of superordinate information and fac-

tual or detail information does not represent a clear distinction. As opera-

tionalized in this study, a detail could be selected from either high (a super-

ordinate position) or low (a subordinate positiOn) in the information hierarchy.

Superadinate information could only be drawn from the upperranks of the hier'

archy. Finally, although the subjects in this Study read and rehearsed the text

information independently, it should be noted that, except for group one,,their

rehearsal was dependent upon the availability of previously constructed study

materials. Thus, the learning tasks were not methods that subjects could read-

4h,

ily use for studying.

Graphic Post-Organizers

-

What is 'needed are investigations of task specific learning outcomes which

focus on the use of independent study strategies with natural text. One such

.0.

strategy which might profitably be examined with a specific learning outcome

paradigm is graphic post-organizer construction. Cgraphic post-organizer (GPO) .

P

% is a visual arrangement, or iree diagram, of the technical vocabulary of a text.

The GPO represents the semantic relationships which exist between the vocabulary

terms in the text. The construction of GPO's.has been found to be a particu-

larly powerful rehearsal strategy (Barron & Stone, 1974; Barron, 1980; Barron &

Scwhartz, 1979). GPO construction requires students, after reading a text, to

attempt to recoristruct, or to generate, the hierarchical and parallel relation-

.

ships described or implied in the text.

8
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The use of GPO construction as a fehearsal strategy is particularly interest-

ing both because of its proven effecti4eness and its.theoretical relevance.

Theories of learning and memory storage often suggest that.learnerS must con-

struct something like an internalized GPO in order to remember information

oh

(Ausugel, 1963; Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977). .It is quite possiblepat the GPO

stiategy helps learners tP build up such an internalized schematic representa-

tion of the text information, in a manner thlt allows the information to be
a

recalled easily. It also seempossible, however, tfiat GPO construction might

require the rehearsal of certain types of information, to the detriment of the

.

learning of other types of information. Studies of GPO construction'have usu-

\

ally evaluated the effectiveness of this strategy using testsdesigned to aisess

knowledge of relationships only. It is possible that this strategy enhances
e

"ifelationship".learning.at the expense of other, more micro-propositional, forms

of laming. Also, because of its emphasis upon the hierarchical organization

of information, it might encourage the recall of superordinate information to

the detriment of the recall bi subordinate information. This study is designed

to evaluate these possibilities.

Method

Sub'ects

The participants in this study were 72 undergraduates currently enrolled in /10

teacher preparation program at a large midwestern university. These subjects

-were assigned to one of three study groups, and they were each paid $5.00 for

two days participation. An additional 44 subjects took the test only, and they

were paid $1.00 each. These additional subjects were randomly drawn from the

I.

9
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same subjects pool as those subjects assigned to the study groups. The test.:

only subjectsltook part in the experiment for one day,only.

Materials and Tests

41

i

Subjects were asked to read and study a 2000-word chapter on cell theory.

This passage was selected because: (a) It used a large number of technical

vbcabulary terms. (b) It contained material judged to be relatively unfamiliar

to most of the participating subjects. (c) It was written at,a low level of
,

difficulty (i.e., 7th grade level) as measured by the, Harris-Jacobson readabil-

ity formula (1981). This suggests that the word.recognition demands of the pas-
.

sage were such that they shonld have provided little .Cir no barrier to recall or

.understanding. I

A multiple-choice test consisting of 32 tems designed to measure recall of

information from the cell theory chapter was administered to all subjects. This

instrument was designed so as to ask equal numbers of questions al5but informa-

tion at different levels of the information hierarchy (i.e., high or superordi-
,

nate, low or subordinate). The investigator *and a trained assistant indepen-

dently created graphic post-organiiers for this chapter, using all of the

technical vocabulary from the passage. Vocabulary terms which were included in

the top 40% of both post-organizers were considered to,be high in the informa-

tion hierarchy. These terms were then used to design high information level

squestions. Similarly, terms included in the bottom 40% of both of the graphic

post-organizers were judged to be low in the information hierarchy, and these

were used to design low information level questions. Questions were also

included to assess recall of vocabulary and relationship information. Vocabu-

10
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of

lary questions asked akout single vocabulary,terms (i.e., definitions). Rela-

tionship questions required that students relate two or more vocabulary terms

(i.e., categorizations). 'The test questions were presented in random order, as

sellItted from the following categories P

8 Iteme- high leel information- relationships

84tems- " " level information- vocabulary

= 8 items- low level inforMation- relationships

t, .

8 items-
a

level information- vocabu1lary

Two items from each category represented material from the chaPter which was

read but not studied. These items were incjuded as a check of whether the

7

rehearsal techniques had an impact on recall. (Data from
I

one of the,high level-

relationship questions was lost due to an inadvertent clerical erior. For this

,.

reason, all comparisons across categories, of information used proportions of

answers correct and not xaw sco"res).

This test had a reliability (KR-20) qf .75. Of course, the specific informa7

tion test sections used in this analysis, bechuse of their shorter lengths, had

lower reliabilities (ranging from .55 to :65). Given theclow internal consis-

, tencies of these tests, eifect sizes attributed to the various study outcomes

represent conservative estimates of these effects.

Procedures ,

On day one of the experiment, one of three study packets was randomly

assigned to each subject. All subjects firgt read the cell theory chapter dur-

ing a 20-minute reading period. Subjects were to read the chapter as if they

were to be examined on it for one of their Courses. If they finished reading

11
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before the end of the allotted time, theY were to indicate that they had fin-

....
ished reading the passage and they were to reread the passage until time was up.

All iubjects read the chapter in its entirety within the tiMe iimits.

. , ..f.,Group I: Sulyects in this group (n=26) were told io write definitions from
,I, w,

IT ,

* cr Y mempry for each vocabulary term in a list of_24 provided by"the inVes-
e .

4.-
. 4 -

, " " 1:.

Zigator. If subjects were unable to generate a definition from memory

a ? .

they'were to look back at the text. .

..I.r
\

%'
\ ,

Group II: 'Subjects in 'this group (n=24) were given the" ame 24 vobabulary0

'terms, in the sameorder, though mritten on 3x5 cards and not in list

folm: ,They were)..to organize these cards to rep esent the hierarchi-
,

f '

..L. .

4

cal and pdrallel(relationships between them., n example was given.
/

Again, if students were unable to place all of the terms into the -

-

hierarchy, they were to look back at the text as necessary.

Group III: The subjects in this group (n=21) were a control group. These

subjects were to complete a page o1,3-digit multiplication problems%

This group was included so as to allow the measurement of recall

derived from a reading-only strategy.

These rehearsal tiasks were completed during'à 127minule studykkeriod.

Another period, also 12-minutes in duration, was provided. During this time,

subjects were to combine into dyads, within groups. Subjects were told tb com-1

pare and contrast the resultss,of their efforts, during the study period. ,

Although students were informed that they were pot required'to achieve concensus

during these discussions they were tp attempt to understahd 110 source of any

12
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disagreements; Study packets were then collected and subiccts were told not to

discuss the .r-udy techniques, nor the content of the text material.

-

Two days later, all subjects, including an additional control group (n=44)
11,

made up of .subjects who had neither read nor 5tudied the material, completed the

test on cell theory. This group allowed a base-"line measure of knowledge of

cell theory to be made for subjects drawn from this population.

Hypotheses t

This study was de:signed to test the following hypotheses:

1. Subjects who studied the passage, by either method, were expected to per-
.

loit sign*icantly better on a test of.cell theory knowledge than would the

reading-only subjects or the test-only subjects. Similarly, the reading-

only subjects were expected to outperform those that had not,read the pas-

sage. These hypotheses were intended to test the effectiveness of the study

techniques over a reading-only strategy.

2. Subje-ets who studied the material,"by either technique, were expected to

do significantly better on the material that they had studied than on the

.

., 7
material that they had read only. Agaln, this hypothesi5/Was intended to

-

test the efficacy of the study procedures in raising the amount of text

learning.

3. The two study groups were expected to perform equally well on overall

text score, as both rehearsed the information for the same amount of time

and their performance was being measured on a test which assessed learning

of different type of information to an equivalent degree.

13
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4. The stud- groups were expected to be significantly different in their

performances on the variods subtests (relationship questions; vocabulary

questions; high level questions; low level questions), as a result of the

different study procechqes used.

Results

Mean proportions and standard deviations for performance on the various

question sets,for each group are reported in Table I.

The purpose of this study was tocompare the types of information learned

as a result of the two rehearsal tc.chniques. However,.1?efore examining this

it was necessary to be certain that the study activity actually enhanced

learning. An analysis of variance was performed to compare overall perform-

ance on studied information for three groups (the two study groups were

pooled for this comParison). The results of this analysis indicated that

the three groups differed significantly in test arformance ( F (2, 114) =

25.74, p <.01). A post hoc comparison of means, using the Scheffe proceduxe

was then made. This analysis indicated that the studiers performed signifi-

cantlyrbetter than did those subjects who only read the passage; and sub-
.:,

jects who read did better than the control group subjects who only were

tested ( 2 <.05).

Another way of considering the effectiveness of the two study procedures

is to compare performance on those items that were studied with performance

on those items that were not studied. On average the students in the study

groups answered about,13% more of the studied questions than they did the

_14
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non-studied one's. These scores were compared using a one-tailed'single sam-

ple t-test t 5.31, df =50, 2 <.01). The rehearsal techniques signifi-

cantly enhanced learning. ,

Use of the rehearsal techniques resulted in learning, but there was no

difference between the two study groups on overall test scores ( t = 1.48,

df = 49, 2 >.30). This lack of difference was expected, as the test used to

measure learning was equally balanced between the various informatiop types.

If subjects from either group did especially well on any partg of the test,

it was predicted that lowered performance on the other sections would count-

erbalance such resultq on the overall test score.

In order to find out whether these groups differe'd on any of the catego-

ries of information, a 4 (dependent measures: scores on the high, low,

relationship, and vocabulary questions)l 1 (independent measure: group mem-

bership) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was'performed. This

analysis is based on the asgumption that the digpersion (variance-covari-

ance) matrix for each group is similar. To insure equality of dispersion

matrices, Box's M (Amick & Crittendon, 1975) was calculated ( M =41.75, F

(30, 22706.7) = 1.29, 2 > .10). Given that the null hypothesis, that group

dispersions do not differ: was not rejected, it was assumed that these

groups had similar dispersion matrices.

groups in the MANOVA would be due to the

discriminate among group centroids.

Thus, any diferences found between

power of the dependent measures to

In calcdlating the MANOVA it was discovered that so mut.h collinearity

existed between the dependent Measures that the error matrix would not
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invert. This is a common occurence with ipsative measures. For this`rea-
.

son, only the high information, l6W information and vocabulary information

Items were used as dependent measures to test the hypothesis of equality-of

centroids. Measures were selected for inclusion_in this analysis in order

of the magnitudes of their univariate F -ratios. (Univariate F 's are

reported in Table II., Although none of the'm were statistically significant,

it should be noted that the intercorrelations among the dependent measures

were relatively low, and -thus, these could combine to explain significant

.variance in group_memhership).

The results of this analysis indicate thatsthe two study groups differed

in their performance on the dependent measures.. The group centroids were

different( F (3, 47) = 2.82, P <.05). The vocabulary group and the GPO

group were distinguishable on tht basis of the.types of inforMaton that

were learned from the rehearsal techniques.
12

Finally, a twcp-group stepwise discriminant function analysis was per-

formed, with minimum F -ratio required for any variable to enter the analy-

sis set at 1.0 to select only those variables thataoptimally discriminated,

between groups:: Two of the variables (high level and low level information)

made significant contributions to the differentiation amoung groups. The

two variables together yielded a Wilks' Lambda of .8754, which is approxi-
.

mated by a multivariate f -ratio of 3.41 ( 2 <.05, df =2,48). This indi-

, cates that the GPO and vocabulary groups are distinguishable on the basis of

their performance on questions designed to tap different levelg of the

5

information hierarchy. The GPO group did sliihtly better on the high level

A 16
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or superordinate information questions, while the vocabulary rehearsal iroup

was superior'on the low level information. (Neither-the vocabulary nor the

L-
relationship queStionstributed to the Separation of the groups).

Only one statistically significant dIscriminant function, "based upon:the

alevel of information variables, was extracted from this analysis. This

function yielded a chi-square value of 6,39, with 2 degrees of freedom, sig-

nificant at 2 .05. This function accounted for 20% of the variance in high

information'questions and 29% of the variance in low level information ques-

tions. The function had a canonical correlation of .35 with group.member-

ship.

A classification analysis based on.pooled covariance matrix and individ-
,

ual discriminant scores as then used to test the effectiveness of the func-

tion obtained. The use of this discriminant function led to the correct

classilication of 65% of the rehearsal subjects, or a modest 15% more than

could be classified 6orrectly on the basis of chance.

Limitations

This study has several limitations. First, the amount of variance expla-

nantion attributable to,information types was attenuated by the low internal

consistencies of the various dependent measures. More reliable tests might

permit a more pbwerful discriminant function to be derived. A clearer pic-

ture of the specific outcomes of these study strategies'might be obtained

through the use of longer tests or tes'Ls that evaluate the learning of fewer

information categories. This might permit sharper distinctions to be drawn

between the strategies compared.

1 7
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Second,.this study asked subjects to study only a short,text.(2000 words)

drawn from a single content area. It is quite possible that the demands of

different types of text or information would have resulted in different

findings. Future research needs to examine these' procedures and information

classifications With a variety of materials, and under a variety of condi-

,
/0° ,

tions.

4-0

Third, this study.found differences in the tworstudy'procedures in spe-
-

cific types. of learning. Howeverit_should_be_moted_thelt this study meas-'

,

ured learning on the basis of a recognition (i.e., multiple-choice test)

paradigm only. Very different results might have been obtained using a

recall format. Future res,earch needs to examine a variety of strategies and

iniormation,types.

.Conclusions

This st-dy examined the possibilaty that two study strategies would lead

to structurally different jearning outcomes.. Subiects in the,two study
t,

groups were able to answer significantly more questions about-cell thebry

than were their counterparts in the read-only or test-only groups. This

indicates that the two study techniques led to Iligher pirformance than.would

be expected on the basis of either prior,knowledge or a reading-only strat-

egy. Also, the study group sUbjects performed better on the teit informa-
_ _

tion which they studied than on the information which they had only read.

These findings indicate that the GPO and vocabulary rehearsal strategies

examined here are effective stiidy tools.
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The two study groups scored equally well on the 'test of learning used in

this study. This indicates that the amounts of learning'derived from these

techniques, given equpl study times are substantially the same. However,
NN.

the discriminant analysis indicatedthat types of information that contrib-
\\

uted to these overall scores were not the same across groups. The vocabu-

lary strategy led to superior performance on-ihe low level or subordinate

information qupstions, while tHe GPO strategy led go somewhat better per-,
_

formance_on the high level or superordinate information_questions. Although

one group defined vocabulary and the other attempted to.contruct relation-

ships between these same vocabulary terms, groups performed equally well on

-

the vocabulary-relationship queStions. (This might be due to the

tions imposed by low reliability tests or it could be due to the fact that

these question types have no psychological reality.)

This ,study, together with previous

indicate that study strategy tfaining

to 1 several rehearsal strategies.

research (Dee-Lucas & DiVesta, 1980),

should attempt to teach students how

Such training should do more than make

5,students proficient in-the mechanics of these techniques, however. The

training should also make students aware of the specific outcomes which
.

might be-derived from each'strategy. With sUch strategy-outcome information

as part of their metacognitive armamentarium, learners could then use the

-

strategies in combination, or they could be selected from on the basis of

desired outcdmes.
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Table I. Mean proportions and standard deviations for test,performance'of the
vocabulary rehearsal group (n=26),, the graphic poSt organizer reheartal'

group (n=25), the read-only grpup .(n=21), and the test-only group (n=44).

Groups

,r-r"e

Dependent Measure

(Vocabulary)

M/SlY

'(GPO)

,M/SD

(Read Only)

M/SD

IV

(Test Only)

M/SD

TOtal Test Score .68/.14 .65/712 .59/.4 .481.13

Studied IteMs .71/.15 .691.10 .61/.15 .501.14

Non-Studied Iterils .58/.21 .57/.201 .54/.16 .451.16

High Level-Studied .80/.14 .,691.18 7571.20

Low Level-Studfed, 163/.19 .541.17 .531.21 .43/.16,

Vocabulary-Studie0 .77/.13 .75/.12 :621.18 .52/.17

Relationship Studied .64/.21 .621.17 .59/.21 .47/.18

C,

I

1



Table II.. UnivairiateT-Ratjos derived from comparitons of vocabulary

and graphit post orginizer rehearsal voups on dependent
measures. '(df 1, 49).

Measure Univariate F-Ratio.

Total Test Score 1.48

Non-Studied Items, .43

High Level-Studie& 1.40

Low Legvel-Studied 2.90

yocabulary-Studied .55

Relationship-Studied .23
s.

tt

.04N

f)5

0,4


